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● The assessment system is intimately connected to the Western 
publishing system

● The Western publishing system is controlled by shareholder 
companies

○ The publishing system has to change

○ The assessment system has to change 

○ Scholarly communication needs to be controlled by the scholars



Research excellence is a neo-colonial agenda
And what might be done about it 
 in the context of post- colonial and transitional countries research excellence is particularly dangerous because 
it represents a neo-colonial agenda, one in which powerful actors at the traditional centres of western 
scholarship are imposing systems, infrastructures and services that will enable expropriation and dominance

an over-emphasis on international, or non- local, connections is damaging to research systems and society 
more broadly. The “Research Excellence” agenda systematically privileges and reinforces connections between 
local knowledge production and “international” power centres

https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=11wfBSZl3FI



The research excellence idea thrives through metrics and 
keeps the western dominated publishing system in place

Metrics are controlled to a great extent by for profit western publishing companies

Metrics serve to a large extent  as a way to market the publishers product and increase or 
assure profits for the  shareholders

Metrics = citation scores    Impact factor    Ranking       Nr of publications

English as  ʻʼthe ʻʼ language of science puts non native  English speakers at a disadvantage

Metrics is biased for English language scholarly journals and articles



Decolonising the Global Publishing Industry

https://youtu.be/XjOjdjULLd8

Listen from min 47 - 48

https://youtu.be/XjOjdjULLd8
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XjOjdjULLd8


Copies of this book are available for free download at
www.africanminds.org.za and http://sanord.net

Quality assessment needs to be contextualized

http://www.africanminds.org.za
http://sanord.net


Knowledge and wisdom --- Anders Indset



WHAT IS IMPORTANT?   



FACTORS INFLUENCING RESEARCH ASSESSMENT

Cultural differences

Languages

Research topics

Global distribution of journals and publishing platforms

Educational resources

Woman scientists





https://osec2022.eu/paris-call/

All presentations and 
videoʼs are freely 
available

https://osec2022.eu/paris-call/


https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2021/05/10/love-dora-hate-rankings/

https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/impactofsocialsciences/2021/05/10/love-dora-hate-rankings/


THE NON WESTERN VIEW?

What do African scientists think??

How can research practices be transformed through open science? Why should research 
outputs be considered based on intrinsic merit rather than proxy-measures of quality like 
journal impact factor or h-index? How are current systems of research valuation biased 
toward the global north?   (DORA LIBSENSE Webinar March 2022)



ASSESSMENT IN 
OPEN SCIENCE     



DIVERSE QUALITY CRITERIA  ----    NO RANKING

Quality criteria should include more than just citation metrics

Ranking promotes inequity and maintains the dominance of the Big Publishers

Ranking drives the publish and perish culture and frustrates many early career scientist

Ranking , impact factor and other citation metrics are controlled by commercial companies

Ranking should be replaced by new sets of quality criteria developed with the participation of 
scientists and be under community control



ROOM FOR EVERYONEʼS TALENT



ROOM FOR EVERYONEʼS TALENT



PUBLISHING IN YOUR OWN LANGUAGE
Acknowledge the quality of works published in local languages 

TOMA SUSO   Quote: ʻʼThis is especially important for the Arts and Humanitiesʼʼ



  PEER REVIEW  



ANOTHER KIND OF PEER REVIEW  



MEASURING IMPACT 
NEEDS 
CONTEXTUALIZING



https://sfdora.org/read/

https://sfdora.org/read/


https://sfdora.org/2022/02/18/webinar-libsense-and-dora-discuss-open-science-and-res
earch-assessment-reform-in-africa/

https://sfdora.org/2022/02/18/webinar-libsense-and-dora-discuss-open-science-and-research-assessment-reform-in-africa/
https://sfdora.org/2022/02/18/webinar-libsense-and-dora-discuss-open-science-and-research-assessment-reform-in-africa/


PUBLISH AND 
PERISH ?



JON TENNANT  OPEN SCIENCE IS JUST GOOD SCIENCE

The drive that all of us FEEL the need to publish  in a small number of journals produces   bias in 
content and leaves many talented people behind



publication pressure
Publish & Perish  

unreliable research data
more plagiarized content

over-reliance on peer review
false sense of supremacy

excellence as a neocolonial agenda*
marginalization of non-Western knowledge

* Cameron Neylon http://dx.doi.org/10.17613/bta3-6g96

https://hcommons.org/deposits/item/hc:26133


TOO SIMPLE TO JUST BLAME 
THE PUBLISHERS

WHY ARE ALL OF US COMPLYING WITH THIS SYSTEM?

SCIENTISTS
UNIVERSITY COUNCILS

FUNDERS
GOVERNMENTS



PRACTICE OPEN SCIENCE:
SHARE , EVALUATE  AND 
COLLABORATE



THE WAY FORWARD

Open science 

Open Science methods need  to be part of the Curriculum at Universities

OPEN SCIENCE  = JUST SCIENCE DONE RIGHT

Publishing should ideally be done in community controlled journals and platforms

Science should be assessed by criteria independent from publishing venues and languages

●  Jon Tennant



HOW TO PROCEED

We are not there yet

But the picture of what good science should look like is emerging

It will involve the collaboration of many open infrastructure providers

It will involve a change of mind of scholars, publishers and policy makers



A FINAL WORD OF WARNING

Another analysis found that authors of OA articles were more likely to be male, 
senior, federally funded and working at prestigious universities (A. J. Olejniczak and 
M. J. Wilson Quant. Sci. Stud. 1, 1429–1450; 2020). Worse still, citation advantages 
linked to OA mean that the academically rich will get even richer.

Failing to address structural inequalities directly means that the advantages 
of those who are already privileged will grow, especially given that they 
have the most influence over how open science is implemented

doi: https://doi.org/10.1038/d41586-022-00724-0

https://doi.org/10.1162/qss_a_00091
https://doi.org/10.1162/qss_a_00091


Thank you!

Tom Olyhoek, DOAJ Editor-in-Chief


